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A New Hope
Just another day has begun,
For billions of souls
And the unachieved Goals
Hope is like a dream
Can make you achieve extreme
Hope gives you the strength
And reminds you that events will turn out for the best
Hope makes you believe
In all the things that you can achieve
Hope encourages you to be creative
It broadens our perspective
Hope is like a light
It takes away all the fright
Hope removes the blinders of fear and despair
All the things that can be unfair
Hope makes you see the big picture
And will always be your well wisher
Hope is essential
And it will end your entire struggle
Hope is a voice inside
And it gives you a sigh
Hope is for everyone
For you, for me and for the entire universe
Like the little engine that keep saying
'I think I can, I think I can'
Achieve more than you can plan
So let's hope for the best
And destiny will take care of the rest
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Catch a Rainbow
On one side the Sun is shinning bright
And on the other side clouds are pouring rain in daylight
I wonder what it's going to be like
And then to my surprise
I see seven colours that I can recognise! !
Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, and Violet! !
All the beautiful colours it reflects.
A Rainbow is arch of light,
And it gives us all insight.
A Rainbow is Spectrum of colours,
And it gives us great Honors.
A Rainbow is a positive energy,
And it gives our life a good synergy.
A Rainbow is a symbol of Peace and Harmony,
And it gives life a meaning and symphony.
A Rainbow is a complete Circle,
And it gives us a chance to believe in miracles.
I wish I had Wings to fly high,
Up in the open sky,
To be bold and catch the pot of gold,
To catch the Rainbow and see if the mystery unfolds! !
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Desire For Success
It's only a start
To reach for your desire's that will set you apart
Just like a thirst
Will never be satisfied even if clouds burst
It's the hunger
That will keep your vision clearer
In life desire for success
Can be a moment to progress
All your aspirations
With the right desire can deepen
Make wish
Before this life is finished
Your desire to change the world
Must inspire everyone
Even if it feels like a fantasy
You should never take it lightly
As some desires you need keep on desiring
It's so amazing to feel
It can't be for real
Just express yourself
There is nothing wrong to Desire for Success
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Friends Forever
I still have the good old memories
All the time we spent together watching movies
As young teens we never had any boundaries
Singing out loud the songs of eighties
I always remember having you around
Time spent together on the Playground
Secrets of life that we found
With all the stuff going in the background
Our friendship will last forever
The time we spent together is a treasure
I will never let it go…….never
Our friendship will last forever
You are the one I can completely rely on
You always spoke to me if I did something wrong
You truly are my icon
Together and forever good times has just begun
You have always been there
To talk to and share
I swear
To find such a friend is rare
Our friendship will last forever
The time we spent together is a treasure
I will never let it go…….never
Our friendship will last forever
You are the one who always cares
Giving me unconditional support without any errs
You are the answer to all my prayers
To you my friend nothing compares
I know you have stood by me
I know how hard it has been
I know how it feels within
Our journey to the future has yet to begin
Our friendship will last forever
The time we spent together is a treasure
I will never let it go…….never
Our friendship will last forever
I promise you now and forever
We will be together……
Our friendship will grow even deeper
Our souls will be richer
Our friendship will last forever
The time we spent together is a treasure
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I will never let it go…….never
Our friendship will last forever
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Inspiration a Gift of God
Inspiration is a gift of the gods
For those who have it should applaud
The feeling of being transported
Beyond one's own mind that is drifted
It's a magical
From every angle
Let's brighten up our day
Open all the locked doorways! !
Let the Unsought though desire
Inspire you like a wild fire
Let the Uncontrolled emotion
Be the reason to awaken
Let the feeling of Irresistible
Be the gradual channel
Let the divine feeling of Ecstasy
Inspire the world around us subtly
Our whole Body, mind and soul
Can work towards one goal
Doesn't really matter what's your role
Just open up and unroll
Inspiration is vital
It takes you to the next level
The feeling of being blessed
With the gift of being guided
So be aware and interact
With your own vision and see the impact
Let the conscious process of revelation
Help your path of inspiration be the only Passion! ! !
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Let's Dreams tonight! !
Close your eyes and fall a sleep
Deep in our mind emotions run deep
Dream like a god's child and see everything come alive
Tonight is a good night! !
For our Dreammmmmmmmmmmms to take a flightt! ! !
So let's dream tonight
Our deepest desires and things that we aspire
It manifest our deepest inspiration
Feels like a captain, who has begun
A journey of emotions that emerge out of endless notions
A journey of ideas that cruises through riches of the world
A journey of images that arches out our illusions
A journey of sensations that creates delusions
Tonight is a good night for us to get our
Dreammmmmmmmmmmms alright! ! !
So let's dream tonight
Our creative thoughts that connects our mind
It unleashes magical moments
That we have been waiting our entire life
All the excitement that it infest no one can eascape
Tonight is a good night! !
For our Dreammmmmmmmmmmms to take a flightt! ! !
So let's dream tonight
A message from god or from the dead
A power of future you tell in depth
A sense of adventure awaits
Tonight is a good night for us to get our
Dreammmmmmmmmmmms alright! ! !
So let's dream tonight
I will wait for you tonight
In my dreams you fall out of the skies
Like an angel come alive
My dreams hold us together….forever
Dream can fade away but my love for you will always stay
Tonight is a good night! !
For our Dreammmmmmmmmmmms to take a flightt! ! !
So let's dream tonight
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Life is so beautiful
When I was young I thought,
Life was fun for everyone
For Sailors who float with a boat
For Postmen who stop and dropp
For Chefs who cook from a book
For Singers who sing with a zing
For Pilots who fly high in the sky
For Astronauts who go to the moon
For Doctors who treat every heartbeat
For Teachers who teach and preach
For Soldiers who protect and earn great respect
For Engineers who build and design
For Scientists who experiment and invent
Indeed life is full of hope for those who love to cope! !
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Little Master - Sachin Tendulkar
In the game of cricket
You truly are everyone's favorite
For you to win is the only target
Whereas the opponent is dreaming for your wicket
It's a brand new game
You always have an aim
A few more records to proclaim
It will never be the same
The only place you yield
Is the cricket field
Where love of your life stands revealed
And when you bat….. it turns into a goldfield
Hours of practice in the net
Has been your biggest strength
13 coins that you earned can never be offset
And you turn each opportunity into an asset
Let the magic begin
With your straight drive to win
Can be noticed from a mile
Your classical technique
Of hitting the ball over square is unique
The whole nation loves to trust
As always you are focused
When you are ready for a century
Its time to party! !
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Mother Earth
It's a home to millions
A safe haven
With salt water oceans
And grand canyons
Her wonderful Continent of islands
Brings together many lakes and highland's
With its strong magnetic field
Blocks harmful solar radiation like a windshield
She orbits around the Sun
Bringing light to us is her only mission
She is never felt alone
In the solar system
Her pursuit for life begins
Billions of years on the spin
She learned how to harvest Sun's energy
And produce life forms daily
She provides us with all the natural resources
Which we use on regular basis
Her crust has deposits of fossil fuels
With rich coal, natural gas and petrol barrels
Her tryst to recycle
Circles back everything into the ecosystem
Metals and Minerals and other useful elements
Are used by us as building substance
She loves the four seasons
Spring, summer, winter and autumn
Just like a goddess
Her gift to us is flawless
Her kindness helped evolve human race
Which we all should embrace
Let's take a pledge
To protect her from any kind of damage
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Our Shinning Star - Sun
A billion stars shine every night,
But you steal our attention and everyone's limelight
You are the source of light,
And make our world bright
You provide us with energy,
This brings life on our planet worthy
You play the role of a big anchor,
And makes us much stronger
You create gravity,
And keep our planet and the other planets in unity
You are very dynamic,
And make constant changes rhythmic
You make the world go around,
And keep the balance in space profound
You are the one, who steals the show,
And rests on them are just a shadow
You are my burning Star,
And the universe Savior
Sometimes I feel everyone is blessed,
To have you shining from Sunrise to Sun set! !
You are indeed the greatest asset! !
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She Is A Woman
Our whole existence revolves
Her presences around make things transform
She has a vision
Capable to strengthen
She is a woman
And can make the organization function
She knows how best to handle a situation
Her actions plans are almost certain
She is a woman
And loves to lead more than often
Life in essence
Can be social influence process
Her strong emotions can have
Charismatic effects
She is a woman
And does things with determination
Her dreams are as deep as ocean
Her passion for coordination
Will toughen our actions
She is a woman
And will never let our spirits dampen
She know how to shape the workplace
For all the events
From effort estimation to expenditure to task strategy
There are no boundaries
All her interactions are human
There is a stronghold
She is a woman
And never gives ups from nine to eleven
Life can be just a prayer
For a woman who has ability to factor in
The emotions in herself and others
Contributes to leadership with great vigor
She is a woman
And loves to do it in style and fashion
She is a woman with passion!
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You are an Angel
There will be no one like you out there
To experience your love is rare
You are the only one, I swear
There is no trace of you anywhere
You are an angel,
A wishful, soul
I need you to console
My heart, you stole
Just like bubbles in the air
You threw my heart somewhere
I want you to be aware
Life without you is a nightmare
You are an angel
A symbol
I need you to handle
My love, you ruffled
Just like an anchor
In my life
You are my only hope to survive
You are an angel
A messenger
My only reason to be alive
You are an angel,
A miracle
I need you to rekindle
My soul, you strangled
You are the chosen one
For me, straight form the heaven
Journey with you has just begun
You are my only passion
You are an angel
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